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WHAT DOES KRISKADECOR DO?

Kriskadecor does metal art. They create highly customized projects for customers 
made with anodised-aluminium links. The brand offers a wide range of solutions 
for both architects and interior designers: space dividers, wall covering, ceiling, 
façades, lighting structures or even dramatic effects as a rainy ceiling. 

Customization is Kriskadecor’s most strong value. With their small-interlinked 
pieces, they develop projects based in colours, shapes and volumes following 
customers’ needs and desires. Thanks to their patented technology, they are able 
to reproduce image and patterns combining a wide range of colours in brilliant 
and satin finishes.

The material is extremely versatile and due to its light weight the limit to use it is 
in each customer’s imagination. It can be used as a metal fabric or even as an 
architectural structure for magnificent sculptural projects. 

Mainly a contract design projects company, Kriskadecor areas are: restaurants, 
hotels, shops and malls, offices, sport stadiums, airports, ephemeral architecture 
and any kind of public spaces. But also due to the innovating and fresh impact of 
the material and its applications, also private houses have been use it.

Innovation and customer’s services have been altogether with customization, the 
core values of the company since it was created in 1926. Still a family-run company 
with the third generation leading the company nowadays, the spirit of the 
grandfather and founder, Josep Maria Sans Amill still remains and as he used to 
say: “ there is nothing that can’t be done, one just have to find the way”. 

Kriskadecor, a Montblanc based company, has been an international brand since 
the 80’s as their projects started to be requested from prescriptors from all over 
the world. In 2016 the company set a second international headquarter placed in 
Arizona, USA. At present the brand exports 70% to more than 50 countries, 
including countries as New Zealand, Brasil and South Africa. 

The world is wide,
so is our vision.
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design solutions

WALL DECORATION

CLADDING

SPACE DIVIDERS

LIGHTING

CEILINGS

CURTAIN SHAPING



customization

IMAGES reproduction
We can reproduce pictures. How can we make it possible?

Our material allows us to give to our costumer highly customized solutions as we can adapt our 
material in size, image and volume
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From the smallest and most delicate to the most 
majestic and large aluminium chain projects, each 
one will be developed and taken care from the very 
beginning to the end, following carefully the specifi-
cations given by our customers.

We know a picture is worth a thousand words. And 
we found the way to translate all this emotions 
through our custom graphical architectural design 
solutions so we can reproduce any picture, pattern 
or corporative design in which every link acts as a 
pixel. Pattern collections are also available. 

The limit is every ones’ imagination. By recreating 3d 
volumes and defining required shapes, we materiali-
zed the ideas in the most vivid way.



The essence of it all.  Everything with our small, anodised aluminium links. 

LINK MODELS DENSITIES

The chain

KRISKA

The original trademarked 
metal link. Versatile and 
resistant. 

The elegant one.
For more defined and 
smart chain artworks. 

STANDARD SPACING

The perfect symmetry.
Chain lines harmonica-
lly aligned.
Suitable for most uses.

SNINA HALF-DROP SPACING

The intense option.
Half-drop density provides 
higher opacity 
and a stronger visual impact.

FINISHES & COLOURS PATTERNS

We have a collection of several patterns designed by 
Claire DaviesBRILLIANT FINISH

SATIN FINISH
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